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ABSTRACT

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AND
THE RELTNIFICATION OF YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE

METHODOLOGY: SECONDARY ANALYSIS
GRETCHEN K. WELCH

MAY

2OOO

This is a quantitative secondary data analysis which researched the effects

of

parental involvement on youth in foster care within a private non-profit treatment foster
care agency. The study was intendeC to educate the agency and their foster parents on

the significance of parental involvement with youth in foster eare to successfully achieve
each youth's initial placement goal of reunification. According to current laws,

reunification is considered the preferred permanency plan for foster youth. Existing data
used from the agency consisted of surveys from foster parents and social workers

concerning344 youth between the ages of 12 and l9 years old placed inthe agency's
foster homes. Findings supported past research which indicated that an association
existed between parental unsupervised visiting and the reunification of youth in foster

care. A statistically significant association was found between treatment team reviews
and reunification according to social worker surveys, however, an association did not

exist between other forms of parental contact and reunification. These findings are
substantial to the social work field as they stress the importance of maintaining parental

visiting

as a means

to faeilitate reunification.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
S,tatement of the Problem

Children continue to be placed in foster care despite child welfare reform
initiatives at the state level. The number of children in substitute care has increased over
the past

l0

years, with present estimates indicating 500,000 children in foster care

(Denby, Curtis, & Alford, 1998). Children are entering foster care at a younger age and
are staying longer. Recent estimates suggest that as many as one out of four children

will

remain in care until late adolescence (Courtney, 1996). Not only is the foster care system
overwhelmed with the number of children placed in foster care, but also by their
numerous and expensive special needs. Various studies indicate that up ta 40Ya of foster

children endure physical disabilities and 60% suffer frorn moderate to severe mental
health problems (Courtney, 1995). In addition, recent surveys of child welfare agency
personnel indicate that alcohol and drug abuse is a serious problem for one-third to two-

thirds of the families coming into contact with child welfare agencies (Courtney, 1995).
Children of color are especially rrulnerable to out-of-home placements (Courtney, 1995;
Denby et al., 1998; Jenkins & Diamond, 1985). Out of 31 states from which data was
available. Denby et al. (1998) found that children of color made up nearly 57% of the

children in foster care. In addition, poverry has been identified as a contributing factor in
families where children have been placed in substitute care (Courtney,1994; Dore, 1993;
Jenkins & Diamond).
Goerge (1990) refers to foster care reentry and multiple foster care placements as

o'drift". The term can be used to identiff the foster care system's inability to resolve

2

problems that led to placement or developed when the child was in placement. Drift
occurs when the chance of quick reunification is poor and foster care is no longer
temporary (Goerge, 1 990).

Backsround

the Problem

The decision to terminate parental rights is a serious one and is treated as such in

juvenile law and child welfare policy. The child welfare system functions with the intent
to keep children with their biological families whenever possible. Since most states have
accepted federal foster care reimbursements they function under the Adoption Assistance

and Child Welfare Act, which mandates reasonable efforts to preserve or to quickly

reunifo children in foster care with their biological families (Cahn & Johnson, 1993 Pub.
L. No. 96-272). The child welfare system recognized a child's developmental timeline
and the length of time a child could potentially remain in the system.

In 1997, the

Adoption and Safe Families Act was signed into law to address these timelines and
advocate for permanency for children in foster care (Pub. L.

No. 105-89).

Research Ouestio_ns

While current legislation illustrates the importance of family reunification, the
literature reviewed identifies contact with parents as a crucial component of the
reunification process. This study addresses the following research questions:

.

What are the types of parental involvement with youth in foster care?

.

How do different types of parental involvement with youth in foster care influence the

likelihood of family reunification?

3

Sumnlarv
The next chapter will review literature, which relates to the issues of parental

involvement and family reunification. In addition, the history of foster care and youth in
out-of-home placements is discussed. Since there has been limited research in this area,
this chapter will identifu gaps in the literature that make the present study necessary.
The following chapters

will identiff the theoretical framework, which guides this

research, the method in which the research was conducted, the findings of the study, and a

discussion and conclusion of the research.
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2

Literature Review
Over the past 10 years the number of children in foster care has increased, with
current estimates indicating 500,000 children in care (Denby et al., 1998). Children are
entering foster care at a younger age and are staying longer (Courtney, 1995; Courtney,

1996). These foster children are faced with additional problems including multiple foster
care placements and foster care reentry as they

drift in the system (Benedict & White,

1991; Courtney, 1995; Goerge, 1990). The abilityto form lasting bonds with caregivers
is reduced when foster children experience too many separations or remain in
impermanence for a significant period of time. Their capacities to maintain lasting ties
are impaired when they are separated from the persons they consider family for too long

(Cahn & Johnson, 1993). This literature reviewwill explore the history of the problem,
the background of family reunification, and the impact of parental involvement on

children in foster care, in addition to examining family reunification models.
History of the Problem
The first efforts made by the American child welfare services were in response to
the many abandoned and orphaned children in the large cities during and after the Civil

War. Prior to the development of formal child welfare organizations, private charitable
groups responded to the problems of homeless and needy children through industrial
schools, orphanages and "orphan trains". Children were removed and transported from
the dangerous streets of urban areas to live with farm families in the Mid-West where
they could benefit from hard work, country life, and a religious upbringing (Berry, 1997).

5

Charles Loring Brace established the Children's Aid Society and developed the "placing-

out system", or foster care, as an alternative to institutional care and orphanages. The
Children's Aid Society placed more than 92,000 children from large city streets and
orphanages to family farms in the Mid-West between the period

of 1853 and 1890

(Lindsey, 1994).
The "placing-out system" was not strictly for abandoned and orphaned children.

In the late 1800's, Indian children were removed from their families and placed on farms
to learn the value of work and become "civilized". During their placement, the children
were forbidden to speak their native language or practice their customs. Their Indian
names were even replaced by Christian names. With the recognition of the loss of Indian

culture as aresult of removing their children, the Indian Child Welfare Act was passed in
1978, reaffirming tribal authority (Cross, Earle,

& Sinrmons, 2000).

The focus of child welfare services changed as the population of orphans declined

from 750,000 in 1920 to 60,000 in the mid-1950s. While the number of orphans
decreased, the population of children in foster care and institutional care increased. Not

all children placed in foster homes were orphaned or abandoned. The emphasis on the
role of the parent began to surface. Parents needed to be financially, physically, mentally
and morally able to bring up their children. As a result, children were being removed

from families who were "too poor or too vicious" to care for them (Berr),, 1997). The
public child welfare system began to take responsibility for the welfare of children as a
result of the New Deal and the Social Security Act of 1935. By 1950, foster care became
the major service provided by the child welfare systern (Lindsey, 1994).
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In the early 1960s, the term "battered child syndrome" was introduced by Henry
Kempe and his colleagues, which increased the

firr,.,

care population even more. The

term outlined the identification of child abuse of young children who were seen by
physicians with broken bones, unusual injuries or injuries that were not explained
adequately by parents or caregivers. Kempe recorrmended that physicians be required to
report child maltreatment. This led to the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act

of

1974 mzurdating all professionals working with children to report suspected child abuse.

This resulted in some of the highest numbers of children removed from their families and
placed in foster care during the twentieth century (Berry,,, 1997).
Background of Family Reunification
Preserving the family has been a national policy priority since 1980 with the
enactment of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, also known as PL96-272.

This law focused on timely action and 'oreasonable efforts" to support children in their
own homes or return them to their own homes as soon as possible when placed in foster
care (Courtney,1994; Wells

& Whittington, 1993). The law emphasized planned efforts

to reunite foster children with their families whenever possible. The law recognized a
lack of permanence for children placed in substitute care. Child welfare professionals
believed that many children were being placed needlessly and, that once placed, children
were likely to remain in care indefinitel1,, possibly drifting from one placement to the

next. The purpose of the law was to make permanency

a possibility forthese

children. A

successful family reunification was deemed the most preferred form of permanence

(Courtney, 1995).
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PL 96'27 2 addressed the importance of family involvement with reunification in
an indirect manner. Child welfare agencies were mandated by the law to assure children

were placed in close vicinity to the parents, presuming it would assist in facilitating

family contact. The law also required that safeguards be applied to procedures regarding
decisions that would affect family visitations (Proch & Howard, 1986; Pub. L. No. 96272).
Permanency planning is currently in the forefront of the child welfare system

advocating for fast and permanent placements for children in foster care, whether with

their biological family or a substitute family. In November, 1997, President Clinton
signed into law the Adoption and Safe Families

Act. This law fundamentally changes our

nation's approach to foster care. The law places the safety and health of children as the
"paramount concefl:t" in placement decisions. It clearly states that foster care provides a
safe refuge for children, but

it is a temporary environment. The law will help children out

of foster homes into permanent families by establishing timelines for child welfare
decisions. The timelines will clarifu which family situations may justifu reasonable
reunification efforts, and which do not (Katz, 1999; Pub. L. No. 105-S9).
As a result of this law, child welfare services are using a dual planning approach
to establish permanency for children in foster care. Reasonable efforts are being made to

reuniff the child with the biological family concurrently with efforts to place the child
with a legal guardian. Katz (1999) described the concurrent planning model as a
"discipline that takes into account every placed child's long term prospects from the first
day of placement" (p. 79). An important component to concurrent planning is parental

visiting.

Reasonable efforts are made to initiate frequent parental visiting, even with a

I
parent who is unresponsive or ambivalent. By promoting visiting, the child welfare
agency

will acquire confirmation of the parent's motivation resulting in either faster

reunification or an early decision regarding an alternative perrnanent plan (Katz, 1999).
Parental Involvement
The literature revealed several factors which affect family reunification when

children are in foster care including age, race, lengh of stay, caseworker service, kinship
placement, and parental contact (Benedict & White, l99l;Cantos, Gries,

& Slis, 1997;

Goerge, 1990; Hess, 1988; Proch & Howard, 1986; Usher, Randolph & Gogffi, 1999).
Keeping children who are placed out of the home connected with their own families is the

first step to preserving the family after a child has been placed in substitute care.
Maintaining and strengthening attachment between children in foster care and their
parents is a must for reunification. Family visiting is the primary mechanism preserving

and strenglhening parent-child attachment during out-of-home placement (Proch

&

Howard, 1986). Available research suggests that parental involvement with children in
foster care is important for two reasons. First, children who have frequent contact with

their parents are more likely to be returned to their parents' care than are children who
have infrequent or no contact. Second, the psychological well-being and developmental
progress of children in placement are enhanced by frequent contact with their parents

(Thorpe, 1974; Thorpe, 1980; Weinstein, 1960; Fanshel & Shinn, 1978).
Parental and Familv Visiting
The importance of parental and family visiting and the correlation with shorter
foster care stays was cited in the literature reviewed (Benedict & White, 1991; Cantos et

al., 1997; Hess, 1988; Proch & Howard, 1986). Benedict and White (1991) conclude,
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o'where parents

visit regularly, there is clearly interest and commitment to the child that

may be translated into a positive outcome" (p. 56). Children who are visited frequently in
foster care by their parents are more likely to be discharged to their own homes than those
not visited or visited infrequently (Cantos et al., 1 997).

In 1965, Fanshel and Shinn conducted an empirical study in which they examined
a sample of 659 children who entered foster care in New York over a five-year period.

The study researched details such as frequency with which fathers and mothers visited,

limitations imposed by the agency, conditions preventing the parents from giving
themselves the opportunity to visit, and whether the child visited hislher parent(s) at

home. They found that 38% of the children in placement six to nine months were visited
very little or not at all. As the children's length of time in care increased, so did the
percentage of unvisited children. Sixty four percent of children who had been in care five
years or more were not visited or visited very

little. The study also revealed that 66% of

the children who were not visited soon after placed in foster care were still in placement

five years later, compared to 28% of those children who were visited the maximum
number of times.
Though the findings in this study were significant in associating parental visiting
and reunification, there were limitations in the sample that affected the representation

of

the population. The sample was restricted to children who were not physically or

emotionally disabled or who were not behaviorally challenging. Children who entered
state hospitals, institutions, or training schools were not eligible. In addition, only

children ranging between birth and 12 years old were considered eligible for inclusion in
the study (Fanshel

& Shinn, 1978). With the current trends in foster

care pointing to
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multiple placements and foster care drift, including children who have been placed in
more restrictive environments prior to foster care is important to this research.
Researching the effects of children over l2 years old is also significant as it is related to
Pub. L. 105-89. The law includes the notion of long term foster care for children over
eight years old in situations where parent's rights have been terminated and relative
placement is not an option (Pub. L. No. 105-S9). Limitations were also present in the
variables identified in the study. Though the variable parental visiting is important in
assessing parent-child relationships

while a child is in foster care, other aspects of

parental involvement such as phone calls, letters, and parent's involvement in their

child's school functions should be explored and related to family reunification.
In the literature reviewed, parental visiting was found to be influenced by agency

policy and practice. ln a study conducted by Proch and Howard (1986), findings
indicated that most of the parents who had a visitation schedule developed by the agency

complied with the plan. Approximately 68% of mothers who were scheduled to visit
more than one time per month did so. In39Yo of the cases in which no visits were
scheduled and parents were expected to initiate contact, the mother visited less than once

per month. The same pattern emerged when fathers were identified as the primary

visiting parent. In87o/o of the cases, agency staff encouraged visits but did nothing to
assist in making the visits workable for parents. Visits were denied in9Yo of the cases in

which agency staff did not give a reason, refused to scheduled visits based on the parents

work schedule, or asked the court to decrease the frequency of visits. Denying visits was
also used in a small number of cases to punish the parent for not following through
agency requirements (Proch

& Howard,

1986).

with

ll
The study conducted by Proch and Howard (1986) indicated the importance

of

agency services to facilitate parental visiting, as parents were more likely to visit with a
scheduled plan developed by the agency. The previous study conducted by Fanshel and

Shinn (1978) reflected the significance of parental involvement immediately after
placement to keep that family connected and reduce the length of stay. As a result, the
studies explain the importance of immediate agency involvement to develop a scheduled

visiting plan so children in foster care can see their parent(s) immediately after placement
and reduce the risk of a longer stay.

Child Well-Being
Not only was the correlation between reunification and parental visiting identified
in the study conducted by Fanshel and Shinn (1978), the research also revealed that
parental visiting was an important determinant of the children's over-all well-being while

in care. The study found that frequently visited children displayed greater improvements

in intelligence scores and in measures of ernotional adjustment, received higher scores in
measures of responsibility and agreeableness, and were reviewed positively by school
teachers.

In 1955. Weinstein (1969) finished one of the earliest studies in child welfare that
directly measured child well-being. He interviewed

6l children in out-of-home

placements ages 5 to 14 years old to identiff factors that had an impact upon the

children's well-being. A colleague of Weinstein's designed the "Scale of Total Well-

Being" specifically for the study, which operationally defined "child well-being" as the
child's resiliency and coping ability assessed by caseworkers. Thorpe (1974;1980)
duplicated and expanded Weinstein's studyby interviewing 121 English children in out-

Augsburg Coltege Library
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of-home placements, their social workers, and 47 biological parents. Both Weinstein and
Thorpe found low overall levels of resiliency and coping, but noted that higher levels

of

child well-being were related to a clear understanding of the reasons for placement and
consistent contact with biological parents (Altshuler & Gleeson, 1999).
Though parental visiting has been cited as beneficial in the above studies, the
results obtained in the study conducted by Cantos et aI. (1997) suggests that its effects
may be somewhat more complex. The study explored the effects of parental visiting on

emotional and behavioral adjustment of children in care. The findings indicated that

visiting may minimize the amount of externalizing or acting out behaviors exhibited by
children in care, however, the extent of the internalizing behaviors (i.e. withdrawal,
depression, anxiety) exhibited may depend on the degree of adjustment the children have
made to their placement. When children are happy and comfortable with their foster care

placements, visiting rnay increase their level of anxiety. Ambivalence and guilt over their

positive feelings for their placement may be at the core of the anxiety, especially if there
is a distant or adversarial relationship between the biological parents and foster parents
(Cantos et al., 1997).
Other Factors Infl uencing Reunification
Parental involvement is not the only factor that influences the reunification

of

children in foster care with their biological family. The literature reviewed cited other
factors that contribute to reunification (Benedict

& White, 1991 ; Courtney, 1 994;

Courtney, 1995; Proch & Howard, 1986; Turner, 1984; Usher et al., 1999).

In

1994, Courtney published the results of a study on family reunification among

foster children in California. The investigation was based on a random sample of 8,741
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children or approximately l0 percent of the children who entered foster care in California
for the first time between January i 988 and May 1991. He found that the occurrence of

family reunification was affected significantly by several factors including the child's age,
AFDC eligibilty, race and ethnicity, and type of out-of-home placement. The results
indicated that infants, AFDC eligibles, African Americans, and children placed with
relatives returned home at a slower rate than older children, non-AFDC eligibles, non-

African Americans and those placed in non-relative homes (Courtney, 1994).
The issue of agency policy and practice as well as the availability of community
services was cited in the literature as another factor affecting reunification (Proch

&

Howard, 1986; Turner, 1984). High instances of longer foster care stays and foster care
reentry were evident in families with the greatest number of problems receiving the
shortest duration of case management services while the children were in care and the
least services following the children's return home. Likewise, families receiving few

community services either while the children were in care or following the children's
return home exhibited little improvement in existing problems making out-of-home
placements likely. Additional and more creative use of community services while

children are in care may increase the frequency with which biological parents show
improvement in existing problems, increasing the likelihood of reunification (Turner,
1e84).

Family Reunification Models
Emphasis has been placed on preventing out-of-home placements rather than

reunification because family presenration progmms are considered less expensive and
pose fewer

difficulties. The fact remains that

a growing number of children need foster

l4
care. Consequently progrfims that continue to work with parents when their children are
in care are important and necessary (Landy & Munro, 1996).
In recent years, increased attention has been given to the planned process of
reconnecting children with their families using intense family-based services. Walton

(1998) conducted a study using a sample of 120 cases (62 experimental and 58 control)
selected randomly from a sample

of

185 children. The study's emphasis was on the early

return home of children in foster care to initiate the attachment and reunification process.
The study was based on a modified version of Homebuilders in which services were

tailored to meet the needs of family members (Walton, 1998). Homebuilders is an
intensive in-home family crisis intervention and education program intended to prevent
the unnecessary out-of-home placement of children in state-funded foster care, group
care, corrections institution or psychiatric hospitals (Kinney, Haapala

& Booth, 1991). In

the study, services were provided for g0 days to allow sufficient time for children to visit

their homes and practitioners to develop reunification plans. Services were geared for the

family not just the child. These services consisted of on-call 24 hours a day, seven days
week, crisis intervention services staffed by caseworkers. Caseworkers visited the

families numerous times aweek and spent longer amounts of time with the family as
situations demanded. Treatment plans were tailored to the specific needs of the family
and offered

flexibility and comprehensiveness. Findings concluded that more families

who received the experimental services were reunified (96.5%) than were families who
were in the control group (32.1%) (Walton, 1998).

To examine the long-term effects of intensive family based services in family
reunification, Walton (1998) developed a follow up plan. The placement and service

a
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histories for the children included in the initial experiment were extracted from Utah's

Unified Social Services Delivery System

- a state wide multiagency longitudinal

computer based information system. The six year follow-up period indicated the
differences between the groups were maintained (Walton, 1998).

Limitations of the study resulted from using only data available through Utah's

Unified Social Services Delivery System. Service information was sufficient for analysis
as long as the cases were open to the

After DCFS closed

Division of Children and Family Services (DCFS).

a case the records were

not longer available, thus affecting reliability

and validity (Walton, 1998). Despite the limitation, the results from the study were

encouraging as they support the effectiveness of intense family based services in

reunifoing families.
Landy and Munro (1996) researched a reunification program in which foster
parents became the extended family rather that the substitute

family. The concept of the

Shared Parenting project was developed to encoumge family reunification by having

foster parents act as models and teachers to natural parents. The approach was viewed as
a way

to support parents in improving parenting skills and the functioning of their

families to allow children to return home quickly and avoid further placements. Results
of the study need to be reviewed with caution. Few of the families met the original
criteria of having a child in care and giving parental consent for the program which was
required to enter the Shared Parenting model resulting in a small sample size. In 4 out

l3

cases (31%),

family reunification occurred. Multiple risk factors such as history of

abuse, poor education, lack of support, chemical dependency, and

living in a violent

neighborhood were present in the families at all levels including the individual, family

of
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interaction, and society. Taking the risks into account, 31% could be considered a
significant number. The number and types of risks that characterized the families may
require a range of complex and intensive outreach and long-term services to significantly

improve their level of functioning and to allow their children to safely return home
(Landy & Munro, 1996).
Perhaps the most effective way of using intense family-based services for family

reunification is at either end of the service continuum as indicated in the studies

reviewed. These services may adequately be used after out-of home placement

as

reported in Walton's (1998) study or upon the initial referral to child welfare agencies

(Walton,1997; Wells & Tracy, 1996).
Gaps in the Literature

Though there is little research available on parental involvement of children in
foster care, the literature explored in this chapter highlighted two major themes regarding
the effects on children: (1) there is a strong correlation between parental visiting and

reunification, and (2) parental involvement heightens the well-being of children in foster

care. In addition, the literature also pointed out the importance of agency involvement
and support to the family for visiting. Proch and Howard (1986) stress that if the goal

of

parental involvement is to maintain parent-child attachment essential for reunification,
more agency support is needed. Though these are substantial findings, the research may

not be relevant to the ever-changing foster care system. The new legislation stresses

timely pennanence for children in foster care based on a time-line. Parents will need to
prove commitment by their involvement in a quick and frequent manner, and child

welfare agencies will need to facilitate that involvement.

t7
As research involving other forms of parental involvement was not found in the
literature, this study examined additional variables, which have not previously been used

in the literature related to parental involvement. These variables included letters, phone
calls and participation in conferences for the child. The research examined additional
types of parental involvement in relation to the likelihood of reunification.
Summary

In conclusion, we know that preserving and reunifuing the family is a national

priority based on federal child welfare legislation. We also know that this process needs
to take place in a timely manner. Permanency planning for children in foster care is
currently the focus of the child welfare system, emphasizing family reunification as the
ideal plan. The enactment of PL 105-89 changes our nation's approach to foster care.
Foster homes

will

be used strictly as safe havens for children, not as a pennanent

situation. Concurrent planning will attempt to reuniff children with their family and, at
the same time, develop an alternative plan. Parental involvement is an important
component to this dual process, emphasizing frequent and extended visitations. These

efforts will likely affect children's length of stay in foster care.
In this chapter, the history of the problem was reviewed and family reunification
concepts and effectiveness in relation to children in foster care were discussed. In the

next chapter, the theoretical framework related to this study will be presented.
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CHAPTER 3
Theoretical/C onceptual Framework

Children placed in foster care continue to face issues of permanence and lost

family ties. This chapter will describe the ecological systems theory, speciffing aspects
of the framework which relate to this research, and applying it to parental involvement
and its affects on the likelihood of reunification of children in foster care.

Ecological Systems Theory
The ecological systems theory is a framework used in guiding foster care research,
as

children in foster care are complexly linked to their biological and foster families. In

general, children and farrrilies depend on outside sources of support to grow normally and

lead comfortable lives. The sources of support for children in foster care may be the
social worker, agency, foster family, birth family, or other environmental factors. A
complete mental picture of the interactions between several elements occurs by focusing

not on just the child or family, but on the entire relationship with the environment. The
idea suggests that these transactions form the foundation for success or failure in foster
care

(Milner, 1987).
The ecological perspective addresses the reciprocal transaction between person

and environment,

ffid the forces that support or inhibit that exchange. People's problems

or needs are found within the transaction between the individual and environment.

Interventions should be focused on eliminating the negative transactions and
strengthening the adaptive capacity of the individual, increasing responsiveness of the
environment which they depend (Green, 1994; Milner, 1987).

l9
Transactions begin by feeding energy or information into the system or individual.
Change occurs depending on how the system uses that energy. The outcome, thus, afTects
the environment. Payne (1991) defines these concepts as input, throughout, and output.
Feedback loops entail the entire process of information or energy delivered to the system

triggered by its outputs affecting the environment which tell it the result of its output
(Payne, 1991).
People are constantly adapting to the changes in their environment. Payne ( 1991 )
states that reciprocal adaptation exists when people are able to develop and grow through

change and the environment supports that process. People strive throughout their lives to

find the best 6(fit" with their environment based on their needs, rights, wants, capacities
well

as the

as

qualities of their environment. If the fit is not good then people may work

toward changing themselves, the environment or both. People flourish when they exist in
an environment that is responsive to their needs. However,

Eur

environment that lacks

support inhibits development and growth, resulting in the inability to cope (Germain,
I 991 ;

Green, 1994).

Application
In relating ecological framework to successful reunification, the child's
relationship with family members needs to be assessed. There is a definite correlation
between the parent-child relationship and length of stay in foster care (Benedict

& White,

1991; Cantos et al., 1997; Hess, 1988; Proch & Howard, 1986). Parents of children
placed short-term can be expected to maintain frequent parental contact. Frequent and
consistent contact will increase the likelihood of the family establishing a homeostatic
balance without the child, and

will

assist the child in maintaining his or her place in the
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family. The parent-child relationship is not the only transaction that influences foster

care

discharge and reunification. The family's interaction with various systems need to be
examined, including areas of stress and multiple problems, areas of support or isolation,
and the parents' willingness an#or ability to participate in reunification

efforts. Families

who encounter high stress and multiple problems are also the families with fewer support
systems to help them cope with the stress

(Milner, 1987).

In using the ecological systems theory to guide this research, the foster care
placement is viewed as an environmental element in an on-going transaction with the

parent-child relationship. Parental involvement is affected by the transaction with
outside sources including social worker and agency involvement, stresses of the family,
support systems, and other characteristics of the family. In addition, extended foster care
placements and failed reunifications may be the result of negative transaction between
parent and child including limited parental involvement. There is not a "goodness of

fit"

in the transaction as the environment is not responsive to the needs and demands of the
process which allows parental involvement. An environment which supports parental

involvement can achieve a "goodness of fit" in the transaction between a parent and child.
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Methodology
This chapter will describe the procedures used to conduct the research study
measuring parental involvement and its affects on the likelihood of reunification

of

children in foster care. Current laws indicate that trends in child welfare are shifting to
pennanency planning with the emphasis placed on family reunification.
Research Questions

This study will attempt to answer the following questions: What are the types of
parental involvement with youth in foster care? How do different types of parental

involvement with youth in foster care influence the likelihood of family reunification?
Results of this study

will

be used by Professional Association of Treatment homes

(PATH) to educate the agency and foster parents on working effectively with birth
parents to achieve the

initial placement goal of reunification for foster youth.
Research Design

This is a quantitative secondary data analysis study, which analyzed existing
statistical data from a private non-profit treatment foster care agency. The existing data
were derived from a previous study conducted by PATH, which examined the outcomes

of youth in a treatment foster care setting between October 1995 and December I998.
The strength in using secondary data is that they cim provide a researcher with a
theoretical or historical background in which to examine one's own research interest.

Using existing data is a timely and cost effective method to examine data derived from
other prominent researchers. The weakness of this design is the question of validity.
One has no guarantee that the data collected by another researcher for a particular
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purpose will provide a valid measure of the variables in the research at hand (Rubin

&

Babbie, 1997).
Important Concepts and Units of Analysis
This research study examined the association between the independent variable,
parental involvement, and the dependent variable, family reunification of children in
foster care. Though current studies maintain that there may be a direct association
between parental visiting and family reunification, this study identified additional
variables related to parental involvement including phone calls, cards/letters, school
conference involvement, and participation in PATH treatment plan review meetings, and
examined whether an association exists between the variables among youth in foster care

with PATH.
The term youth is operationally defined as youngsters between the ages of 12 and

l9

years old, regardless of gender or race/ethnicity, who have been removed from their

biological families due to voluntary placements, child protection, or juvenile delinquency
concerns

For the purpose of this study, parental involvement is defined as supervised or
unsupervised visits, phone calls, letters or cards, school or other conferences, and PATH
treatment plan review meetings.

Family reunification is defined as youth who return to the care of their birth

family after discharge from foster care.
Characteristics of the Study Population

This study was conducted within Professional Association of Treatment Homes

(PATH),

a

private non-profit treatment foster care agency which provides services in

./1

North Dakota, Wisconsin and Minnesota. This study focused on youth in PATH foster
homes in Minnesota and Wisconsin only. The study examined existing statistical data to
answer the research questions. The study population included youth ages l2 to

l9

years

old, noting but not excluding youngsters with regard to gender and race/ethnicity. The
youth placed in treatment foster care with PATH have been removed from their
biological families either voluntarily or involuntarily. Each youth in care has a treatment
plan, which includes goals and objectives of the placement. The treatment plan is
established by the treatment team which consists of the youth, biological parent(s), foster
parents, PATH social worker, referring agency social worker or probation officer, and

other professionals involved with the youth. For youth entering foster care with PATH,
the initial goal of the placement is family reunification. The treatment team works
together to establish a plan to meet that goal. The support and involvement of the

biological parent(s) is crucial in developing a successful treatment plan.
Sample of the Population
Data were collected from 344 youth between the ages of 12 and 19 years old who
were placed in PATH foster homes between October 1995 and October 1997 . Three

divisions of PATH participated in the study: Wisconsin, Northern and Central Minnesota,
and Southern Minnesota. Youth became eligible for inclusion in the study after

remaining in PATH care for three months. Initial and quarterly data regarding the youth
were collected from the youths' foster parents and PATH social workers. In addition,
both the social worker and foster parent completed discharge surlmaries at the time the

youth left care.
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Measurement Issues

This researcher is aware of the possibility of measurement errors, reliability, and

validity in examining secondary data. When examining data that are already compiled by
another researcher, one is limited to those data. Thus, a conclusion may be derived from
the data of the original research which is not appropriate for the research at hand.
Problems with validity occur in secondary analysis when existing data do not apply

exactly to the research interest. Therefore, measurements may not be valid
representations of the variables being examined.

To address reliability, a large sample size was used in this study to increase the

probability of the association between variables and reduce random elror. Random elror
can occur when measurement tools are too complex, boring or have too many questions.

If this is the case, participants may

be likely to complete the tool at random in order to

finish it quickly or because they do not understand what they are being asked to do.
In addressing the problem of reliability, one must recognize that it exists. The
analysis of existing data depends on the quality of the statistics. One must consider the
data collection and tabulation process to evaluate the nature and degree of the reliability

problem and its impact on the research. Original tools completed by foster parents and
social workers in this study must be accurate for reliable findings. Social workers were
trained by their supervisors to use the original tools. Social workers were then
responsihle for training the foster parents. Training those individuals completing the tools

improved overall outcomes and controlled reliability.
The variables in the research questions represent one level of measure. The type

of parental involvement, the independent variable, is examined by using a nominal level
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of measure with a discrete classification. The dependent variable, family reunification is
also defined as a nominal level of measure with a discrete classification as discharge
outcomes are identified.
Data Collection Instruments
The data complied in the PATH Outcome Study were used to examine the
research questions in this study. The data were gathered for the study by using several

instruments, including initial, quarterly, ffid discharge questionnaires completed by the

child's foster parents and the PATH social worker. In addition, two standardized
behavior instruments were used: the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL),
completed by the child's fosterparents, and the Youth Self Report (YSR), completed by
the child.

Quarterly data were concluded in December 1998. A minimum of l5 months

of

data is available on all youth in the study. Data on child discharge outcomes were

collected until all children in the study leave PATH. The primary study surveyed social

workers and foster parents. For the purpose of this study, only the foster parent and
social worker initial and discharge questionnaires were used.
Data Analysis
SSPS software was used to analyze the existing data from the PATH Outcome

Study to attempt to answer the research question. The specific data that were analyzed

from the data collection instruments were those questions relating to parental
involvement and included: questions 2l-26 on the foster parent initial survey, questions
32-36 on the social worker initial survey, and question number

I

on the foster parent and

social worker discharge survey. Study demographics were compiled and included the
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following variables: age, gender, race/ethnicity, and length of stay. Univariate analysis
was used to examine the distribution of responses for one variable at a time to provide a

description of the population. Trends in the data set were identified using frequency

distributions. Bivariate analysis was also used to examine the relationship between the
variable, parental involvement, and the foster parent and social worker perceptions. The
association between the independent variable, parental involvement, ffid the dependent

variable, family reunification was tested using the chi-square test.
Protection of Human Subjects

Written permission was submitted by PATH Division Director and Quality
Outcomes Director to the Internal Review Board to access the existing data. Approval

from the Internal Review Board was not necessary as the study used secondary data.
Participants of the study remained anonymous and the information collected was

confidential. The statistical data were only identifiable by numerical case codes. This
researcher did not have access to case files, names or other identifying characteristics
the youth involved in the study. The collected data remained at the Central

of

MN PATH

office until the research was completed, at which time the data were destroyed.
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CHAPTER 5
Findings
This chapter reports the statistical results of the research study to answer the
research questions. It contains the responses from surveys conducted by foster parents
and social workers regarding344 foster youth between the ages

of

12 and

l9

years old

who were placed in PATH treatment foster homes between October 1995 and December
1998. This chapter

will describe the demographics of the youth served, identify the most

involved parent, and is organized according to the research questions.
Research Questions

What are the types of parental involvement with youth in foster care? How do
different types of parental involvement with youth in foster care influence the likelihood
of fami ly reuni fi cation?
Demographics

Youth

stics

Out of the 344 youth examined in this study, there were 205 males (60%) and 139
females (40%). The youths' age in years ranged from 12 to 19 years with the average age

being 15 years, as indicated in Figure 1. Seventy-five percent

(n:258) of the youth in

the study were Caucasian compared to approximately six percent (n

American and eight percent (n

:

:

22) Afncan

27) American Indian. Other ethnic groups represented

in the study included seven (2%) Hispanic/Latino, 13 (3.8%) Asian American,15 (4.4yo)
mixed race, and two (.6%) other. The youths' length of stay in foster care ranged from

9l

days

to 1300 days with the average length of stay being397 days.
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Figure 1. Age of Youth in PATH Foster Homes
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Most Involved Parent
Social worker perception$. According to the social workers' surveys, the most

involved parent was the mothers representing 55% (n : 189), as shown in Table
Fathers were the second most involved parent representing l7o/o

percent

(n:44)

(n:

1.

58). Thirteen

of the mothers and fathers were equally involved. ln25 cases (7.3yo),

the involvement came from another family figure such a grandparent or older sibling. No

family involvement took place during the past three months in23 cases (6.7%). There
were 5 (1.5%) missing responses.
Out of the parents who were identified as the most involved by the social workers
32%

(n:

109) were perceived as very interested in reunification,3Tyo

perceived as somewhat interested, 14.8%

(n:51)

(n: 126) were

were perceived as not very interested,

and 15.1% (n:52) were perceived as not at all interested. There were 6 (1.1%) missing
responses.

The social workers' perceptions of the most involved parent's impact on the child
over the past three months revealed eight percent (.r
on their child. Thirty-one percent (n

:

:

28) had a "very positive" impact

106) had between a "very positive" and "no

impact" on their child. The social workers perceived that in

2I

%

(n:

most involved parent had "no impact" on their child, while 26% (n

"no impact" and "negative impact" on their child. In six percent

:

72) of the cases the

89) had between

(n:20)

of the cases the

social workers perceived that the most involved parent had a "rrery negative" impact on

their child. There were 29 (8%) missing responses.
Foster parent perceptio_ns. Though the foster parents' perceptions of the most

involvement parent were similar to the social workers', statistics were somewhat different
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(see Table

1). Foster parents identified the most involved parent as the mother in

179

(52%) of the cases. The fathers' involvement was identified in42 (12%) of the cases and
the mother and father were equally involved in 41 (12%) of the cases. Another family

figure was perceived by the foster parents as the most involved in 25 (7%) of the cases
and no involvement was made over the past three months in 28 (8%) of the cases. There

were L7 (5%) missing responses.
The most involved parent's desire for reunification as perceived by the foster
parents concluded that 29% (n

(n:

:

101) were very interested in reunification. Thirty percent

104) were perceived as somewhat interested in reunification,lTyo

perceived as not very interested in reunification,

ffid

13%

(n:45)

(n:

58) were

were perceived as not

at all interested in reunification according to foster parents. There were 24 (7%) missing
responses.

The foster parents' perceptions of the most involved parent's impact on the child

overthe past three months revealed that 10% (n:33) had a "very positive" impact on
their child.

In2l%

(n

:73)

of the cases the foster parents perceived that the most

involved parent had between a "rery positive" and "no impact" on their child. The most
involved parent was perceived by the foster parents to have "no impact" on their child in
25%

(n:86)

of the cases. In20Yo

(n:68)

of the cases the perception of the foster

parents concluded that the most involved parent had between "no impact" and a "rery

negative" impact on their child, and in six percent (n

:

2l) of the cases a 'tery negative"

impact was perceived by the foster parents. There were missing responses in 52 (15%)
the cases.

of
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Table

l.

Social Worker and Foster Parent Perceptions-of Pzu:ental InyolverBen! of Foster Youth in
Their Homes

Most Involved Parent

Social Worker

Foster Parent

Mother

189

179

Father

58

42

Equally Involved

44

4t

Other Family Figure

25

25

No Involvement

NA

Z+

28

Social Worker

Foster Parent

Interest in Reunification

Very Interested

109

101

Somewhat Interested

126

104

Not Very Interested

5l

s8

Not At All Interested

52

45

Impact on the Child

Social Worker

Foster Parent

Very Positive Impact

28

JJ

Between Very Positive & No Impact

r06

73

No Impact

72

86

Between No Impact &. Very Negative

89

68

Very Negative Impact

20

2l

J/.

Types of Parental Involvement

This section of the chapter will answer the first research question: What are the
types of parental involvement with youth in foster care?
The placement plan outlined by the referring agency determines the extent

of

parental involvement while youth are in foster care. Depending on the policies and
procedures of the referring agencies, not all the youth in the study were allowed contact

with their parents. The cases in which parents who were not allowed contact with their
children differed according to the social workers' and foster parents' perceptions. Out

of

the 344 cases, three (.9%) of the parents were not allowed contact with their children
according to foster parent surveys. There were 44 (13%) missing responses. On the
other hand, social workers reported that five (1.5%) of the parents were not allowed

contact. Eight percent (n

:

26) of the social workers did not respond. The discrepancy

may lie in the social workers' and foster parents' interpretation of the placement plan.
Social Worker Perceptions

ln the surveys, social workers identified types of parental involvement. Seventy
percent

(n:

239) of the youth had unsupervised or physical visitations with their parents

while nine percent (n : 30) had supervised visitations, monitored by

a

third party,

according to social worker perceptions. Social workers identified that in73Yo
the cases youth had phone calls with their parents and 1 5Yo (n

-

(n:250) of

52) received cards and

letters from their parents. Social workers also indicated that 39 (11%) of the parents
attended school conferences, 174 (51%) attended treatment plan reviewmeetings, and 14

(4%) of the parents were allowed contact but had none. There were 30 (9%) missing
responses from each type of parental involvement identified.

JJ

Foster Parent Perceptions

As indicated in Table 2, foster parent perceptions of the types of parental
involvement the youth experienced while in their homes were similar to those of the
social worker. Foster parents identified that 58%

visitations while I0%

(n:33)

(n:201) of the youth had unsupervised

had supervised visitations. Seventy percent

the youth had phone calls and 17Yo (n

- 58) received cards and letters from their parents

as perceived by the foster parents. Foster parents also indicated that l2o/o

parents attended school conferences, 4804 (n

meetings, and four percent
Sixteen percent

identified.

(n:55)

(n:241) of

:

(n: 40) of the

166) attended treatment plan review

(n: 15) of the parents were allowed contact but had none.

of the data was missing from each type of parental involvement
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Table 2.

Sojial _Workeland Foster Parent Pe.rceptions of the Types of Parental Involvement
Experienced by the Foster Youth in Their Homes

Types of Parental Involvement

Social Worker

Foster Parent

Phone Calls

250

241

Unsupervised Visits

239

201

Treatment Plan Reviews

174

166

Cards/Letters

52

58

School Conferences

39

40

Supervised Visits

30

JJ

Allowed Contact But Had None

14

l5

Not Allowed Contact"

5

J
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The Likelihood of Reunification
The next section of the chapter

will

answer the second research question: How do

different types of parental involvement of youth in foster care influence the likelihood

of

family reunification?
The chi-square test was used to determine if there was a statistically significant
association between the type of parental involvement and the reunification of youth in
foster care. The results varied depending on the type of parental involvement and the
perception of involvement interpreted by either the social workers or foster parents.
So-qinl Work_er Perceptions

At the time of dischffiBe, the social workers indicated that 37 .5% (n

:

129) of the

youth returned home after discharge. There was a statistically significant association
between the data collected by the social workers regarding the parent having
unsupervised visitations with their child while in foster care and the reunification of the

child after discharge (see Table 3 ). The social workers and foster parents had a different
perception of the involvement that parents had with their children's treatment plan review

meeting. The results from the social worker surveys indicated that there was a
statistically significant relationship between the parents' involvement in their child's
treatment plan review and reunification

[X'(t):9.99,p <.01].

The results indicating

statistical significance should be viewed with caution since very large samples are likely
to achieve statistical significance even if the actual percentage difference between the
expected and observed frequencies are small.
The test applied to the other variables from the social worker surveys including
supervised visitations, phone calls, cards and letters, and school conferences determined
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that there was not a statistically significant association between them and the

reunification of children in foster care (see Table 3).
Foster

Perceptions

At the time of discharge, foster parents indicated that360/o

(n:

124) of the youth

returned home. There was a statistically significant association between the data collected
by the foster parents regarding the parents having unsupervised visitations with their

child while in foster care and the reunification of the child after discharge (see Table 4 ).
The different perception of the foster parents regarding the active participation of parents

in treatment plan review meetings lead to test results which indicated that there was not a
statistically significant association between parents' involvement in their child's
placement staffing and the discharge outcome of reunification

[X'(l):

1

.19, p> .01].

Findings from the foster parents' perceptions revealed that there was not a
statistically significant association between other variables from the foster parent surveys
including supervised visitations, phone calls, cards and letters, and school conferences
and the reunification of children in foster care (see Table 4).

)l

Table 3.
Types of Parental Involvement Associated with a Foster Child's Return Home Based on
Social Worker Surve.ys

Types of Parental Involvement

Home
(n : 129)

Not Home
(n : 154)

Unsupervised Visits

109

I

Phone Calls

108

111

Treatment Plan Reviews

86

68**

Cards/Letters

26

20

School Conferences

20

15

Supervised Visits

11

13

*N':8.12; df
**

x.'

:

-t;p <.01

9.99; df -- I ; p < .01

00*
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Table 4.
Types of Parental Involvement Associated with a Foster Youth's Return Home Based on
Foster Parent Survevs

Home

Not Home

(n:124)

(

Phone Calls

104

93

Unsupervised Visits

95

72*

Treatment Plan Reviews

75

65

Cards/Letters

23

28

School Conferences

r5

17

Supervised Visits

1l

t3

Types of Parental Involvement

*x':9.01 ;df:l;p<.01

n:

138)
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Summary
Though perrnanency planning considers the reunification of foster youth with

their family as the most desired discharge outcome, both social workers and foster
parents indicated that a larger number of youth did not return home after discharge
compared to those who were reunified.
The study indicated that social workers and foster parents have different
perceptions of the types of parental involvement and the effects parental involvement
have on foster youth. The differences in perceptions were reflected in the findings
regarding the most involved parents' participation in treatment plan review meetings.
The study indicated that a statistically significant association existed between the

involvement in treatment plan revierv meetings and reunification according to social
worker surveys. The findings from foster parent surveys indicated that no statistically
significant association existed between the participation in treatment plan review
meetings and reunification.
Though the study indicated similarities in the perceptions of the social workers
and foster parents with regard to unsupervised visiting, a discrepancy was found in the

number of cases. The social workers indicated that more youth visited with their parents

in an unsupervised setting than as perceived by the foster parents. The study revealed that
the findings from both the social workers and foster parents indicated a statistically

significant association between physical parental contact with youth in foster care and the
discharge outcome of reunification. In addition, social worker and foster parent surueys

reflected similarities relative to the other variables. The findings indicated that no
statistically significant association existed between the other types of parental
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involvement (supervised visitations, phone calls, cards and letters, and school conference
involvement) and the discharge outcome of reunification.
The last chapterwill include a summary of the findiflBS, discussion, limitations
the study, ffid implications for social work policy and practice.

of
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Discussion and Conclusions

This study sought to examine the types of parental involvement with youth in

PATH foster homes. In addition, it attempted to discover whether parental involvement
had a relationship with the reunification of those youth after discharge. In this chapter, a
sunlmary of the findings gathered from the statistical analysis and their importance to

prograrnming and program policies within PATH will be discussed. An examination of
the study's limitations and implications for social work policy and practice

will

also be

reported.
Summary of the Findings
Though the perceptions of the social workers and foster parents differed, some

of

the findings were similar. Both the social rvorkers and fosters parents identified the most

involved parent as the mother. The social workers' and foster parents' perception of the
most involved parent being somewhat interested in reunification with their child was

similar. Differences in perceptions between the social workers and foster parents
centered around the impact the most involved parent had on the

child. While the findings

from the social workers showed that in many of the cases the impact on the child had
between a "very positive" and "no impact", the foster parents' findings revealed that
there was "no impact" in most cases. Perhaps the difference in the perception of impact
on the foster youth was due to the level of investment and attachment. While social

workers' relationships with foster youth tend to focus on the placement and emphasize
the goals and treatment plan, the foster parents are emotionally invested in the youth.

They are constantly available to ensure that the youth successfully overcome a difficult
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time in their lives. The foster parents' perception of the most involved parent having "no

impact" on their child may be due to their observations of the youth making no progress
in the home or not benefiting from the contact. In addition, foster parents may be
perceiving "no impact" in order to protect themselves and their investment in the youth
residing in their home.
Social workers and foster parents agreed that the most common types of parental

involvement are unsupervised visitations and phone calls. There was a discrepancy
between the number of cases involving unsupervised visitations as perceived by the
social workers and foster parents. This may be the result of a misinterpretation of the

youth's placement plan or failure to inform the foster parents of the visitation plan. In
addition, parents' involvement in treatment plan review meeting was identified by social
workers and foster parents as another form of contact used often by parents. Though the
other types of parental involvement (supervised visits, cards/letters, and school
conferences) proved some participation; they were not exercised by the parent as often.
Out of the 344 youth, less than half returned home after discharge, according to
the social workers and foster parents. The findings concluded that the reunification

of

those youth might be associated with the physical visiting they had with their parents

while in placement. The reunification is not related to the parents' involvement in
supervised visits, phone calls, cards and letters, and school conferences as a statisticalll'

significant association did not exist. In addition, a statistically significant association was
found between the parents' involvement in their child's treatment plan review and
reunification according to social worker surveys. This was not the finding in foster
parent responses. The different perceptions of the same question resulted in different
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findings making the results inconclusive. Though a statistically significant association
was found between some of the variables (unsupervised visitations and treatment team

reviews) and the discharge outcome of reunification, it should be reviewed with caution
since very large samples are more

likely to achieve statistical significance when using the

chi-square test.
Discussion
Though the differences in perceptions between the social workers and foster
parents were surprising, the diverse roles they play in the child's life helps to explain the

contrast. The literature stresses the importance of agency and social worker contact with
the child and their family to ensure appropriate services and work toward perrnanence

(Proch & Howard, 1986). This may explain the social workers' more positive

interpretation of the most involved parent's interest in reunification and the impact the
parent has on their child in this study. Foster parent's perceptions may not be as positive
due to their investment and attachment to the youth and their desire to protect the youth
and themselves.

The findings that revealed no statistically significant association between the
types of parental involvement other than visiting were surprising. There are mimy

environmental and biological inhibitors that influence whether a parent can physically

visit their child. Other forms of parental involvement such as letters and phone calls may
be the only method a parent can stay connected with his or her

child. Any

means that

keep foster children connected with their parents is presumed to positively influence

reunification as the parent-child relationship is maintained and there continues to be a
place in the family for the youth. The literature reviewed did not report other types

of
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parental involvement as relevant to reunification, however, many studies conclude that
there is a relationship between parental visiting and reunification which was indicated in

this research (Benedict & White,
1998; Proch

l99l;

& Howard, 1986; Thorpe,

Cantos et al., 1997; Fanshel

& Shinn,1978;

Hess,

1974; Thorpe, 1980).

The findings hold significance in regards to programming and policy for
treatment foster care agencies like PATH and support results of prior research. The
importance of parental visiting in relation to reunification was reflected in this study as in
preceding studies. The current trends in child welfare legislation focus on permanency

with reunification identified as the most desired form. Children who are visited regularly
in foster care by their parents are more likely to be discharged to their own homes then
those visited less often (Cantos et al.,

1997). Not only is parental visiting

a must

for

reunification, evidence has been established that it also is an important determinant for
children's over-all well-being while in care (Altshuler & Gleeson,1999; Fanshel &
Shinn, 1978; Thorpe, 1974; Thorpe, 1980; Weinstein, 1969).
There is no evidence that supports that other types of parental involvement are
associated with reunification. This study attempted to examine other types of parental

involvement further and found that there is not a significant association befween them
and the reunification of youth in foster care. Perhaps this is not the result of parents

failing to have frequent or adequate contact with their children. Despite the efforts of
parents to be involved with their child who is in foster care, reunification may be

contingent on the youth's own progress and behaviors. A parent may be fully involved

with his or her child's placement including visiting, but due to the child's behaviors and
concerns of safety, reunification is not possible. In addition, other outside factors may be
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more likely to decide reunification than other types of parental involvement. Previous
studies have identified other outside variables that contributed to a child retuming home

(Benedict

& White, 1991; Courtney,

1994; Courtney,7995; Proch

& Howard,

1986;

Turner, 1984; Usher et a1., 1999). These variables include agency involvement, age,
ethnicity, income, and community support.
As the research states, a child's age is a factor contributed to reunification that
was not examined within this study. There is evidence that suggests that children are
entering foster care at a younger age and are leaving foster care at a slower rate than older

children (Courtney,1996; Goerge, 1990). A study conducted by Courtney (1994), found
that infants returned home at a slower rate than older children. Further research may
investigate how parental involvement effects reunification of younger children in foster
care.
Past research also indicates that

African American children stay in foster care

longer than Caucasian children. Research has shown that non-white children are less

likely to be adopted and/or returned home to parents (Courtney, 1994). Though ethnicity
was noted in this study,

it was not associated to parental involvement and reunification

and may be a topic for further research.

The ecological systems theory calls attention to the importance of the

environment and how an individual relates and fits to their environment. People are
constantly changing to adapt to their environment (Green, 1994; Milner, 1987; Payne,

1991). This study indicated that children in foster care are linked closely to their
biological families as well as their foster families. In addition, outside resources are
necessary for the child and family in order to

reunify. Environmental factors contribute
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to how well a child and family is doing throughout the placement and whether or not the

child is discharged to their own home. Consistent parent-child interaction increases the
likelihood of the family adapting to the absent child, and assists the child in maintaining
their place in the home (Milner, 1987).

Limitations of the Study
The research in this study focuses on the types of parental involvement in

relationship to family reunification. The findings of this study may not account for
extraneous variables that one can not control or other services and individuals that youth
come in contact with that either hinder reunification or make it more likely. In addition,
there may also he unknown biological and environmental factors that the youth have

experience that influence reunification which are not measured in this study.

Another limitation included the restrictions of the sample, which affected the
representation of the population. The sample was restricted to youth between the ages
12 and 19 years old, eliminating younger children from the

of

study. With current

legislation focusing on dual planning for reunification and adoption for children eight
years old and younger, information regarding parental involvement with younger children

in foster care is essential.
In addition, the representation of the sample was limited,

as missing data were

present in most of the responses. The missing data skewed the actual percentages

affecting the true representation of the sample.
The question of validity in relation to the use of secondary data needs to be

identified as a limitation in this study. There is no guarantee that the original data, which
was collected for a particular purpose, provided a valid measure of the variables of this
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research. In addition, the secondary data consisted of a very large sample increasing the

likelihood of statistical significance when using the chi-square test.
Finally, the varied perceptions of the social workers and foster parents made
findings inconclusive. Though these perceptions are important, the perception for those

directly involved in the contact said to influence reunification (i.e. the parent), is missing.
Implications for Social Work Policy and Practice
Striving to maintain the involvement youth in foster care have with their families
is a program goal at PATH. PATH believes that parents are a vital part of the treatment
team, which evaluates the most beneficial outcome for the youth in care. This study

reinforced the importance of parental visiting to the reunification process of youth in
foster care established by past studies to the foster parents, agency and social work

profession. Though other types of parental involvement were not found to be statistically
significant, the study defined and related them to the placement process. The findings
which concluded that no statistical significance existed between other types of parental
involvement (supervised visitations, phone calls, cards/letters, school conference
involvement) are a reminder that many other factors, environmental or biological, may be
more likely to influence the reunification of youth in foster care.
Conclusion
Despite the limitations of the impact other types of parental involvement had on

reunification outcomes, this study confirms the importance of parental visiting and
interrelated systems within youth and family's lives in working toward reunification.
Parental involvement may not be the only means for reunifying youth in foster care with

their family, but rather each youth and family must be evaluated in regards to the systems
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that are pertinent to them and then determine the best possible resources needed for the
desired outcome.
Further research in this area may address a more qualitative outcome study of the
effects of parental involvement of youth in foster care. By using more open-ended,

qualitative surveys and interviews, the research may reveal the underlying rationale for
particular perceptions of the social workers and foster parents. This research could also
investigate perceptions from the parents regarding parental involvement and the

reunification process. The open-ended interviews and surveys could be used to develop a
better understanding of the obstacles parents face that may interfere with the involvement
they have with their child in foster care.

As this study reinforces the findings that parental visiting is a contributing factor
to reunification, we now need to focus on increasing visitations. By researching why
parents refrain from visiting their children in foster care we may be able to achieve the

ultimate permanency goal of reunification.
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Dear Dr. Patten,
The purpose of this letter is to conlirm that Professional Association for
Treatment
Homes (PATH) has given permission for Gretchen Welch to use the
existing
Outcomes Study data to complete her graduate level research at Augsburgbollege.
It is our understanding that Ms. Welch will be using the data to complete-her
master thesis, and that she will be supervised t,y her thesis advisor throughout
her
q

project.

. l{t. Welch will not have access to identifyrng information regarding the youth
involved in the
study. Therefore, participants will remain anonymous.

We are pleased that the Outcomes Study data will be utilized, to gain
new insight on
the foster care system. PATH supports Gretchen's academic goals, and we are
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Appendix

B:

Social Worker Initial Survey

soq.IAL'WpRKER
:L

,fr

t-r

Initiol Surtey

Please complete this survev when a child identified for the
PATH outcome Study has been with you for 3
months, answering each question as best you ."". tt e -rr*"y
.t orta i"r.-e-"uoiiio iii',itl..

Child's Name
Foster Famil/s Name
Social Workers's Name
Today's

date

PATH Offrce
Date child entered current episodc in pATH care

child charatteristics Including pre-pATH History
1)

what is the placement agency for this child? (circle

a.
b.
c.
2)

one)

Child welfare agency
Probation/corrections department
Other, please specify -

Does this child have a diagnosed (r) disability? yes_
yes, circle tlw letter for ttte approprintt catteiory
t ieil

No_

uf

a.
b.
c.

Physical, specify
Learning, specify
Emotional, specify

* Dingnosed by
an education, mcntal hcatth
3)

professional.

Prior to entry to PATH care, had this child ever? (Circle tlw letter aII that apply.)
for

a.
b.
c.
4)

or hcalth

Committed a crime against a person
Committed a crime against propertyr
including rheft
Been con'ricted of a crime against a person

d.
€.

Been convicted of a crime agains; property
Been placed in
conections
--- a- juvenile
J

faciliti

D-uring-the past three Eonths since being iu placement, has this
child?
tlu lettcr for alt ttwt appty.)
a' committed a crime agai4s; a person
d. Been convicted of a crime
(Circle

b.

Committed a crime against propertyr
inclurrrng theft
Been convicted of a crime against a peft,on

B.

against property
Been placed
in a juvenile corrections
-

faci[t]

c.
5) kior to entrly to PATII care, did this child ever run away from home?
Yes- No-.
If yes, number of ri
6) kior to eutry to PATII care, did this child ever run away from foster cane or
another out'of-hoEe care setting (i.e., grcup lwme, rcsidential tnitiii,- etc.)?
Yes- NoIf yes, number of times_
T

nph

IIl95

Social Worher lniti^a.l Suru

rtr

7)

During the past three months siuce being placed
in your home, has this child
run away from your home and stayed away
ro.""t r*"rt o"l'nlght?
Yes- No_
If yes, number of times_

8)

Prior to entry to PATH care' did this child

ever attempt to harm him/herself?

Yes- I'{o- (If yes, circle tlte letter for the appropriate category / ies.):
a. Suicide attempt
b. Self-mutilation
9) Prior to placement in your home, did this child have a history
problems? Yes_ No_

of truancy

10) was this child maltreated prior to placement in PATH care?

Yes- No-Unknowna. physically
b. Sexually
c. Emotionally

(If

yes, circle

d.
e.

tlw ?etter for r,tt appropriate category I
Abandoned

11) Did any of this abuse happen in a previous substitute care

Yes_ No_

12)

ics.)

Neglected

placement?

Unknown-

Does this child have one or more siblings that have
been maltreated?

Yes No-Unknowna. Physically
b. Serually
c. Emotionally

(If

yes, circle th.e letter

d.
e.

for at: appropriate eategory t

ies.)

Neglected

Abandoned

13) Primary

a.
b.
c.
d.
14)

reason for the child's placement in substitute care. (circle
one)
Parental abuse
e. Child's criminal

Parental neglecUabandonment
Parent - child conflict

f.
g.

activity

Child's tnrancy issues
Other, please specify

Parental criminal activity

Prior to entry into cunreut PATH care, this child pr-e;qiously had
the following out-of-home
placements (Ptea.* circle ttu approprintl lcttcr(d

a.
bc.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l-

"ialrrAii*- fteqwnq of prior placements.):

No previous out-of-home placements

Informal out-of-ho,e care with friends or family;
not a court+rdered placement.
Kinship foster care.
Family foster care.
Shelter care in family home.
Shelter eare in gmup facility.
Teatment foster care.
Group home.
Institutional care
(e.9., residential treatment program).
Psychiatrichospitalization.
Incarceration.
Other (please specify )
I

nrrmber of r.i

number of times
rra
number of
number of
eq
number of
number of fi
number of fi

fic

number of fi
nunber of times
number of ri
number of fr
nph

lll95

Social ll'orker Inttral S

IJ

G
LI

w?rat is the htal amount of time
this child had resided in out-of-home care prior ro this placement
wirh PATH? years_
Monrhs

16)

Ii;f;:ltf,il-rfflrrter
a.
b.

L7)

that best descnbes the child's living situarion immediarely preceding
rhis

c.

Lived at home with parent.
Lived with family or friends,
including kinship foster care.
Placed with adoptive parent or legar guardian.

d.
e.
f.

Family loster care.
Shclter care Ln a family home.
Shelter care in a group home or institution.

g.
h.

Treatment foster care.
Group home.

i.

institutional care (e.g., residential
treatment program).
Psychiatric hospital.
Juvenile corrections facility.

j
k.

letter indicating the permanency plan for this child:
Reunification with parent(s)
Reuni{-rcation with someone other than parent, please
specify

P]ease circle the

a
b
C

d
e

f

Long-term floster care

Adoption
Emancipation to indeperrdent living
Other, please speci

18)

Are any brothers and'/or sisters of this child placed in
the same PATH home as this child at this time?
Yes_ No
If yes, how many?

19)

Are any brothers and-/or sisters of this child placed in another pATH
home as this child at this time?
Yes . No_ If yes, how

20)

Are any siblings placed in out-of-home care other than PATH
at this time?
Yes_ IrIo_ If yes, how many?_

Child's FamiU
Origln:
-(I*aue qwst,,ns blanh if you cannot otutwer tlwm.
enything about this"fchild's family
of ongin, tlwn go on to'{t,,stu,n #27.)

,:.

3t.'

.

jla,:+.-.-.-;,-.., i
.rtr=':1\+"-!!a!a ';

:.t'h :r.r:

r-?t t ; :. :.:
.;_i--:::;?

you do

rct

hrww

,".'r r. Tr-i'IL,IrrIr,
I

.

I
r:...5:rl-i-;

If

i. .-.-,
;..

.:.

/.r..

.i -' .'

22)

Child's parents: (circle the letter for all that apply)
a. Are married to each other
d.. were never married to each other
b. Are divorced from each other
e . Mother married to person other than child,s father
c ' Are separated from each other
f. Father married to'person other thau child,s

oother

D

t)

nph 11195

\
Social Wor'her Initia/.Suru

23)

Please enter your best estimate of the ages of the child.'s paren1=.

Ivlother
24)

Pa re n t's

Father

Father

a.
b.
c.
d.

_

Step-father

Mother Father
Caucasian
Afncan American

Hispanic/Latino
American Indian

Please write down your best

family in dollars:
26)

Step-moth*,

raciaUethnic background:

itlother

25)

al

g

e

Asian American

f.

ivlixed race/ethn icity

g
E

Other

estimate of the annual househord income of the child's

percent of the household income of the child's family came flrom each of the
Jt*t
following
(Giue
sources?

your best estimate.)

b.

Full-time employment
Part-time employment

c.

Unemployment insurance

a.

27) If the child were to be returned to.hivher
(Circle

tle lercr for all ttnt dpply.)

d.

Public assistance*{.FDC, "welfare"
Other, please speci fv

e.

home now, who is in that household?

a. lllother
b. Father
c. Stepmother
d. Stepfather

e.

f.

g.
h.

An unmarried partner of hiVher parent
Siblings, number _
Other relatives, aumber _
Other non-family members, number _

28) If child has most recently lived with

a.
b.

c.

d.

only one parent, which parent had physical custody?
Mother
Father
Shared physical custody
A nonparent had custody, specify relationship to the child

"r&f

!.-- , .

*_

--

'1.9.,rL'.;..
i

30)

I Eetrtal illness?
Mother
ves
tro_
ifyes, s
Father
Yes
no_
if yes, s
StepParent ves
no_
if yes, s
* Diagnowd by an educatinn, mental hcatth or ltealth professinnol.

Has child's parent been diagnosed (*) with

a.
b.
c.

4

aph l1l9-1

Social Worher

Init ial

S

II

The next questions concern the

parent most-inuolaed. in the child,s

31) \wrich of the child's parents is most involved in this chitd,s life?
a. itlother
b. Father
c. Both are equally involved
d. Another family figure is most involved, please specify
e

92:ti*r

life

at this tittrz:

(Pleose circle the appropriate letter.)

There has been no family involvement in this child's lifle during the past months
B
(If this is the case, skip to question #BT).

Your preuious

on.eloe

following fiue guesfrons.

r regard.ing the most

inaolaed, parent uhen ansuering the

t') T}-t#:g_"lt:-tl* t.itf aember who is most iovolved with this child, which descriprion besr
tj$-l!:
parenral involvement with PATH rreatnelr efforts or""it J pr"itt r*ionths?
l9r:! 9f
(Please circle
tle dpproprbte letter.)

a'
b'
33)

elforts
efforts

Is very involved with trcatment
Is somewhat involved in treatEent

inpdct

i^pZct

The most involved parent has- ke-pt in contact with his/her chd in
the following manner(s) during the
last three months (pka* circte ti.e approp*.te
a. The parent is not allowed
CardMetters
Unsupervised
School or other

b.
visits
e Supervised visits
d. Phone calls
36)

c.

In your opinion, has the most-involved faqily gegber's involvement with
the child had a positive
impact, negative impacr, or.no-iEpact on the chiidt
pi"sr;;;;;;;;ii;
months?
(Plea* rate this impi,ct on ttu
fott6wing *ate. CiiTi ii"""r"[
"r^o"r.l
very positiue
No
very nzgatiue

impact
r2345

35)

Is ainimally involved in treatEent efforts
Is not involved at all in treatment efrorts

Which description best frts.the.r.ost involved family member's desire
for family reunification?
(Please circle tlu appropriate letter-)
a. Very
Not very inter€sted
b. Somewhat
d. Not at all interested

interested
interested

34)

c.
d.

coutact

iiteil:-e.
f.
confercnces
g. pATH quarterly revie*s
h. parent allowed contact but has had none

How Eany times has the most involved parent had contact with the child (by phone,
letter or in penion) in the last

5

nph

lll95

-\octal

Wo rh.er I,nitial Surt'ey
(.\

PATH "Fosfer Homc
37)

Has this foster parent acquired certification
through pATH's training program? yes_
I*o-38) The following list of statemenfs
pertains
ttem' decide how descriptive the statementto various aspects of foster placemen-ts. please read each
rs orthis particular.pla.*fu*nt,
number' If a particulaiquestion,:-t{'ilpii."ur*
ci.cle the
(g.g.,ttris ctrifa has nor t.*n
"nd in schoor appropriate
in this home)' indicate so by *iiting
*i.it* Ii,ring
"hIA; io the .ishior ii * qu"rtion and do not
the question.
circle a number for

[t/si ng this scale, circle the appropriate number.)

I

D

Strongly

o

Slightly
disagree

disagree

r)

Itleither agree
nor disagree

4

b

Slighrly

Strongly

agTee

agree

a

The foster parent(s) spends an adequate amounj
of time helping the child with schoolwork.
12645

b

The foster parent(s) spends an adequate amounj
of time doing fun activities with the child.

c.

The child's academic performance has decreased
significantly since placement in the foster home.
1?.3.45

d

The child's behavior in school has become
worse_since placement in the foster
home.
t2345

e

The foster parents(s) handle(s) visits with
the child,s natural parents well.
12345

f.

The foster parent(s) treat(s) the child
equally
r----rwelt with regard to the other chil<Iren in the home.
I
g
g
4
s
Ample affection is shown befween the foster
mother and the chiid.

g
b

h

rzB=4s

L2345

Ample affection is shown between the foster
father and the child.
12345
The child seems to enjoy spending time with

12345

J

ffiffit#1Ifff,1[tJrlt-ffielv
12345

thl

other children in the home.

takes care of the medical and orher needs
of the chird (food,

k. The foster parent(s) is able to deal effectively
with diffrcult behaviors extribited by the child.
12.r345

l.

The foster parent(s) shows an attitude of acceptance
toward. the child regardless of his or her
behavior.

I
m- The
n.

child_ appears

t23

o

tt
r}

4

5

4

b

to have adapted well to the family stmcture.

The foster parent(s) is receptive to and aware
of the child,s individual needs.
1234
D

6
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r.tit

tal uruey
LI

characteristfcs of other sensices
39) During the past month,
child?

Prouid,ed,

to the chitd, and, Family

how papy times did you meet with or have phone
contact with this

40) During the past month' how many times did you
meet with
family?

or have phone contact with this child,s

4r) During the pas t month' how many times
did you meet wirh or have phone contact with
this child,s
public agency
soc ial worker?

42) In the past month, or during the most recent

time that this child attended, school, did the child
participate in any special education programs? yes_
No_

43) In the past month, what services

has this child received? (If a pa,rticular
seruice was
receiued, pleose circl.e tlw appropri^ate
tetter(s)
*ii'ir.,Aicated,, entcr th.e
frequenq of tte sentice a"'A,.f tie pisirnanth.)
"rrA,
#

Individual psychotherapy
b. Group psychotherapy
a.

c.

Substance abuse treatment

d.

Health care services
PsychologicaUpsychiatric assessment
Personal care attendant
Other service, please speci

e.
f.
U

b'

44)

In the past month, what services have this
chird's parents

EN

d? (If

a particurar seruice was
il;','u',u,ZoiT::T;i[!;*,H;',r-:"i lr;i;;l;'o"t, ir,e,, iiiiiit,a,,nii',;;,-r*q,en-a of ttzc
receive

#nf

tf1

lnqf

Family therapy
b
Marital therapy
C.
Individual therapy
d. Group therapy
p
Parenting classes
a

f.
o
E.

h.

Substance abuse treatment
Help with housing
Other serrrice, please s

I

nph
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Socra/ ll'o r he r I ntt ial

4s)

S

uru'ey

1l

over the past three months, the overall behayior
of this child has improved, not
flollorvins ;;""*'?PI ease circte ttw app,opiiote
number or *NA- if ttw

;l:lffl ffiffiEir}ite

Mnrf

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Truancy
Substance use/abuse
Relations with adults
Relations with peers
Relations with
school authorities
Relations with
family of origin

I

2

,

3

1

o
L

3

t

I

3

1

I

3

1

()

NA
NA

3

1

NA

3

Thanhs for your helpltt

I
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Appendix C: Foster Parent Initial Survey

PATE OIJTCOMES STTIDE FOSTER PABEIYT

Initial

t

SurueXt

Please complete this survev when a child identilied for
the PATH outcome Study has been with you for
months, answering each question as besr you can. The
3
iurvrv, includrngih;
cn""tti.t,

:U:':,:"4?,,i,,:

rhe sami p..so', sho,id

"nfl,[,i","..

lii"
"L."pr"t.

c[idil;;;i
";;;-y "-..i';ii

quarterty

l.lame of child

Name of foster parent filling out suruey
Today's date
PATH Office
Date this child's
cttrcenf stay in your home began
-J-/-

c hild

charatteristics Inerud,ing pre-pATH History
1) Does this child have a diagnosed (*) disability? yes_ No_
(If
yes, circle tlw

a.
b.
c.

letter for
Physical, specify
Learning, specify
Emotional, specify

trte appropriiie

,otrirry t ies)

* Diagnosed
by an education, mental tuolth

or health professional.

2) Prior to entry to PATH care, had this child ever? (circte ttu retter
for alr that appry.)
a. Committed a crime against a person
d. Been convicted ofa crime against property
b' Committed a crime against property,
e.
=' Been placed in ajuvenile corrections
includingtheft

c.

facility

Been convicted

ofa crime against a person

3) During.thc

paat three nonths.siuce beiug placed iu your
home, has thig child?
tlu letter for d,l that apply.)
Coamitted a crioe against a person
d. Been convicted ofa crime agaiast prop€rty
Coamitted a criEe arailst property,
e.
Been placed in ajuvenile cor:ections
'' f""i]ity
including theft
Beea coavicted of a crine agaiut a person

(Circle

a.
b'

c.

4) Prior

to

Yes-

€ljry to PATE

No_

care, did this child ever
- -run away froa home?
If yes, uumber of tio"" -- -'- -'

5) kior

to en try to PATE care, did this child ever run away from foster
care or
another ou t-of-home care setting (i.e., group lwme, reside ntial
treatmcnt, etc.)?
Yes- NoIf yes, number of ii Aq

6) Duriug

the past three months siuce being Placed in your home, has this child
run away from your homsand stayed away for at
least one night?
Yes- NoIf yes, number of fi €s

I

nph
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Foscer Parent

Initial

Suruey

a

Prior to entrv to PATH care,.did

7)

this child ever attempt to harm him/herself?
Yes- No fff yes,-circle ttn't;;;;il
,i..jp propriate category t ics.):
a. Suiil* arrempr
b. Self-murilation

8)

home, did this child have a hisrory
orrruancy
I;rl:;:rot??i*entin vour

was this child martreated prior to placement
in PATH

9)

Yes- No-unknown- (If yes, circle tlw lettcr care?
for all appropriote
a. physically
d. Neglected.
b. Sexually
e. Abandoned
c. E motionally

categoryt i.es):

Did any of this abuse happen in a previous
out-of-home care pracement?
Yes- No- Unknown

10)

11) Are

any siblings placed with this child in your
home at this time?
Yes- No_ Ifyes, how

12) Are any sibrings

Yes- No_

praced in another pATH home at this
time?
If yes, how many?

Are any sib lings placed i n out-of-home care
other than PATH at this time?
Yes_ N o_
If yes, how many?

13)

Child's Famity.of.lligin:

blank if you cannot o,nsuer trtem. If
anything about this child,'slamity-(l*aueguesrions
,f origin, ,tnn go on to question #pr.)

14)

Please mark education level of parent(s):

I\[other Father
a.

completed gth grade or less

b.

sorne high school

c.

d.

Mother Father

e.
f.
g.
h.

completed high school
sorDe college or technical school
0ess tlwn 2 yearc)

15)

years college or technical school
completed 4 years of college

P

rnore than 4 years of college

education level not knowu

Please enter your best estimate of the
ages of the child,s parents.

Mother

16)

youd,o rwt hnow

Father

Step-mother

Parent's raciaVethnic background:
Mother Father
a

Caucasian

b

A-frican American

c.

Hispanicllatino
Anerican Indian

d

_

Step-father

_

Mother Father
e.
f,
o
E.

Asian A-merican
Mixed race/ethnicity

Other
nph
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Fos/er Parent

Initiol

Suruev

a

17)

Please write down your best estimate of the annual household income of the child's
family in dollars: $

1B)

What percent of the household income of the child's family came from each of the
following sources? (Giue yaur besf eslrrn ate.)
Full-time employment
a'
d.
AFDC, public assistance, .welfare,
Part-time employment
b.
e.
Other, please speci
c.
Unemployment insurance

19) Ifthe

child were to be returned to his/her home now, who is in that household?
tlu letter for all tlat apply.)

(Circle

a. Mother
b. Father
c. Step-mother
d. Step-father
20)

How-m-uch-contact do you have
the child's faaily of origin?
a

How many hours
of

b

The

origin?

e.

f.
g.
h.

An unmarried partner of hisy'her parent
Siblings, number _
Other relatives, number _
Other non-family dembers, number _

with the child's parents or other adult relatives from

in the pasf lrl"onth have you spent with an adult member of the child's family
hours

How many phone eontocts

in

the post month have you had with:

_Mother _Father

nert questions concern the parent most-involoed, in the childrs tife ot this time:

21)

Which of the child's parents is most involved in this child's tife?
(Please circle the appropriate letter.)
a. Nlother
b. Father
c. Both are equally involved
d. Another family figure is most involved, please
e
There has been no family involvement in this child's life during the past B months
(If this is the cns€r skip to question #Z?).

Co-nsider your previous nnsqrer regarding the Eost iuvolved parent when snswering the
follow'ing five questious.
22) ThinkinF of-the
Sld:t flmily Eember who is most involved with this child, which
descri-ption best fits the level of parental involvement with PATH treatment efforts
over the past thee months? (Pleor* circIe tle appropri"ate lettcr.)
a. [s very involved with treatment efforts
c. Is minimally involved in treatment efforts
b- Is somewhat involved in treatment efforts
d. Is not involved at all in treatment efforts

23)

Which descriptio_n best fits the most involved family member's desire for family
reunification? (Please circle tle appropriate lettcr.)
a. Very interested
Not very interested
b. Somewhat interested
d. Not at all interested

3
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21)

t

has the most-involved family member's involvement with the
child
LiJ"^.:^finion,
nad a positive impact, nega-t'iv-e-impact, o.,r,o i*paJo"
irr* child,s overall prog."r,
over the past three months? (Please rate this
i;;;;; ;; itn puo*ing scale. Circle
Veryt positiue

.tr/o

impact

Vtry rcgatiue
impaet

impoct

t

2

D

4

LJ

one)

5

25)

The mosl involved parent has kept in con[act with
his/her child in the followingE
manner{s) during the last three months (pleo.se
circle tfn opp-ropriate letters.):
a. The parent is not allowed contact
e. CardVletters
b' unsupervised visits
f. school or other conferences
c. Supervised visits
vt;rrLr
.
^___J t reviews
g. D^,r,t.r
PATH quarterly
phone
d.
calls
h. Parent allowed contact but has had none

26)

How many times has the most involved parent had contact
with the child (by phone,
letter or in person) in the last month?

PATH Foster Homc
sectio4 tihz att inturmation prouided,

f# #tr:E"r\;"1;'#;fi!f
27)

uia this

suruey, is confidentiat and.

Your household currently consists of (C/rei,t / number
all tlut app\r.):
a. _
foster mother (clp ch if dpplicabte)
b. _
foster father (cluat if applicable)
c. _
enter the nurnber,of children ofyour own (by birth
or adoption) who are
currently living at home.
Prease list the gender and age of each ofyour
childreu who are living at home:

*:*"

d

l*"=-"

=__

enter the nurnber of foster children orrrently living in your
home other
than the child who is the subject
tni"
"t
Please List the gender aud age of each of"*ryey.
the foster
with the erception of the child w:ho is the subject of this children liviug in your home,
survey:
Gender

e

-

M

or

F)

ASe in years

Gender

M

or

F)

ASe

h

years

-

enter the number of adults living in the home other than
the foster parents.
-

4.

nph
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28)

fi

Please answer these questions with respect to_.the foster child in question,
not
any other children you may have in your care. Hlhen y* think of your current
experiences as the foster parent of t-his child, do you f*Lr...
Vent

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
I.

Bothered or upset?

mewhat

,

Frustrafed?
Emotionally worn out?
Worried?

I
I
t

2

1

2

Tense?

1

2

Satisfied?

1

r)

Sccessful?

1

D

Contented?

1

I

Unsure of yourselff

1

,

Onlv a little

,

L

lt

Not

3

4

3

4

3

4

J

4

3

t

,1

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

nert questions are intended-to assess your perceptions concerning the level of
social
support you receive from PATH personnel.

29) The

(Using this scaie, circle tlw approprintE number.)

I
very
strongly

.)

3

4

b

Disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

furee

a

Stmngly
disagree

disagree

a.

other PATH foster parents are willing to help me make
2

D

6

I

5

b

ry

3

b

7

I

decisions.

4

5

3

4

b

b

I

D

b

T

I can count on PATH social workers when thinss go wrong.

I

f.

5

I can share the joys and sortows of foster parenting with other pATH foster
parents.
1

e

strongly

PATH social workers really try to help me.

1

d

agTee

7

A PATH social worker is around when I am in need.

1234
C.

Very
agree

L234

b.

6
Strongly

I

ca-u

2

3

4

talk about my problems in being a foster parent with other PATH foster

parents.
1
bCT

3

4

5

6

7

5

6

7

b

6

7

PATH social workers really care about my feelings.
1

h.

I

t)

e

4

t

Other PATH foster parents really try to help me.
1

r)

e
u

4

5

nph
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30)

a

How would you characterize the stabe of your overall
ove; the past three
'rLq
months? (Pleax circle ttw apprupriate nimber.) --- health

I

J

Ve.y good

Good

rJ

4

Poor

Very poor

31) The next several questions are
intended to

as_sess
are mad,e in your home
regarding the activities of the foster child how decisio--ns.
i. q,r*rTtr. please answer the questions with
respect to the foster child iu question
rath.r ir,l"l"t'iJr children

you may have in your care.

Please use the foHowing scale in answering
these questions:

- The child decides
- The child listens to the parent(s), but the child, makes the final decision
3 - The parent(s) and the child make
the decision together
4 - The parent(s) Iisten to the child, but
the pareut(s) make the final decision
5 - The parent(s) decide
1

2

a'

In your family, who decides what time this child goes
to bed at night?
12345

b'

In your family, who decides how much time this
child is allowed to spend with the
opposite sex (same sex for gays or lesbians)?

L2345

c'

In your fam-ily, how are decisions made concerning
where this child entertains
members of the opposite sex?

r2345

d'

In your family, who decides where this child
is allowed to go with his/trer friends?
12345

e. . In your family, who decides how this child wears
hisflrer hair?
L2345

f'

In your family, who decides which clubs or
social groups this child may join?
12345

g'

In your family, who decides what friends this
child is allowed to have?
L2345

h'

In your family, who decides how much time this
child must spend studying?
12345

i'

In your family, who decides what time this child
must cone in at night?
12345

j.

In your family, who decides what clothes this child wears?

k'

[n your family, how are decisions mad concerning
how this child spends his/her
time?

1zB4

b

L2a4

l'
32)

5

In your family, who decides how this child spends his/rrer
money?

1

.2

5

4

b

Please enter the average hours per week worked
outside
---- of
-- the home by the foster
parent(s) during the past 3 months,
fvtottrer
Father
6

nph
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G

yes_ No_

33)

Have you acquired certif-rcation through PATH's training program?

34)

The ne'rt several questions are intended to asse-ss your level of coucera
about this child,s
behavior' Note that this is different from the descripii;;athe childb uerr""ior
that you provide by
completing the Child Behavior Checklisr (CBCL). 1'nJ CfiCf, will desc.n*.tifa
behavior problems
that might contribute to your level of concern. Please urr=*", the questions with respect
to the
foster child in question, not any other children you may have iri yori.*r*.

a.

it happen that you are
treated withouI respect by this child?
b. Horv often does it happen that, your
advise and guidance concerning how
this child uses his/her free time is ignored?
c. How often do you have to give
attention to this child misbehaving?
d. How often do you wonder if this child is
tryrng hard enough to prepare
for the
life ahead of him/her?
e. How often does this child not go along
with your decisions will,ingly? f. How often do you feel that your ad,rise
1nd guidance concerning dmg use is
ignored by this child?
g. How often does it happen that your advise
and guidance concerning this child,s
schoolwork is ignored Uy tfris child?
h. How often do you wonder if this child is
headed for the success you want for
himflrer?

i.
j.
k.
l.

uery

fairly

onEe Ln

I

2

.1

i
t

3

4

3

4

3

4

How often does

c)

1

I
1

I

()

I

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

,

3

4

3

4

o

4

How often do you wonder if this child
might be using too much alcohol?
How often do you have to give attention
to this child for poor use of spare time?
How often do you wonder if this child is
pra-cticing the moral beliefs that you
believe are important?

1

2

rJ

How ofteu do you have to give attention
to this child having the wrong khds
of friends?

1

I

rJ

4

3

4

1

c)

.,

m. How often do you wonder if this child
qight b€ teupted by others to try

n.
o.

elicit d.,rgs?
How often do you feel that your advise
and guidzrnce concerning who this child
chooses as friends is ignored by this child?
How often does it happen that your
and guidErnce concerning how this
"-dyipghaadles his/her
child
finances G iguored
by this child?

7.

1

c)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

nph
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Su rL',ey

G

fairly

one in

I

2

3

4

I

,

r)

tA

I

,

,J

4

1

,

ft
t)

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

I

3

4

1

.)
u

3

4

uery

pq.
r.
s,

35)

How often d,oes it happen that your advice
and guidance concerning this .hild,,
relationships with frien?s of the opposite
sex is ignored by this child?
How often do you feel that your advise
1nd Sridance concerning smoking and
drinking is ignored by tfris child?
How often do you have to give attention
to the correction of poor sctoolwork
by this child?
How often do you have fo give attention
to this child fai.ling to get llong with other
children living in yourT.rome?

t.

How often do you give attention to this
child for being careless about his/her
personal appearance?

u.

How often does

it happen that your advise

and guidance concerning this child,s physical
appearance is ignored by this child? - -

v.

How often

w.

this child when he/she needs it?
How often do you worry about this
child's physical safety?

d_o

rnhile

you feel unable to help

In the last week, how many hours
you spent in one-on-one activities (for example: talking,
taking a walk, teaching him/trer to !"y"
balance a checkbook, helping with homework) with this
foster
child?

_hours

Comments
36)

In the last month, how many times have you met with this
child,s pATH social

worker?
37)

In the last montl.r,.how
.Ealy- times have you had telephone conversiatioas with this
child's PATH social worker?

38)

Overall, how satisf,red havq you been over the past three months
with the level of
support you have received from PATH social wirkersi (Circle
onr nurnber).
UrO
Someuthat

*
Sarrsried
L2345

39)

ri

Did you attend a foster parent support group in the past month?
No- Check here if it is summer and no group was

Yes40)

Not Very

Satificl

ilr*f*;d

available_

In the past month, or du:sing the qost recent time that this child, attended,
-- school, did
the child participate in any special education progr;;? yd:N;

I
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a

Characteristics of Other,Seruices Proui

d^ed,

to the Child, 6,nd Family

41) In the past month,

what services has this child received? (If o particular seruice
w,,s
receiued, please circle th,e appropriab letter(s) and., wlwri
i".i,i*"ied., entcr tt:e
frequenq of thc sentice during the past month.)
erutce

#

Individual psychotherapy
b. Croup psychotherapy

times i I*st

nth

a.

L.

Substance abuse treatment

d.

Health care serrrices
PsychologicaUpsychiatric assess ment
Personal care attendant
Other service, please speci

p

f.

t'o

42) In the past month, what services have this child's parents
received? (If a penhular wntice wos
receiued, please c-t1cle tlw dppropriab tettcr{s) and,,
wltere ind,icatcd,, enter ttw freqwnq of ttw
sentice during the past nwnth.)
#

timec

lnsl

Family therapy
b. Marital therapy
cIndividual therapy
d. Group therapy
e. Parenting classes
a.

G
b'

Substance abuse treatment
Help w'ith housing

h.

Other service, please

f.

43)

s

Over the past three months, the overall beharrior of this child, has
improved, not
changed or worsened in the following areas. -(Please circle tlw
appropriate number or *NAquestion does not opply.)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Ttuancy
Substance use/abuse

Relations with adults
Relations with peers
Relations with
school authorities
Relations with
family of origin

1

r)

1

{)

1

I

.)
r,

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

I

3

if tt*

NA
NA

t

3

NA

Plca,se aomplete the

.

attrched chitd Behoainr ctlr"chlis1'.
s,niuert-ng the qttulstiote;t with tespect to the
child's hehoaior oaer the lact thtee nnnths.
Thanhs for your helpllt

I
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Appendix

D: Social

Worker Discharge Survey

.:;

PATH o TJTC o MES SU.fDYr SSOG.J fAt' wo RKER
.,f

.+:.er:...

'.i:
,Elr
IJ

PATH Minnesota, and Wisco nsin Discha,rge Notice
(To be filled out upon child's erit
from

a 1ATH

foster home.)

Name of child
Name of Social Worker
Date of child's discharge

1)

PATH Office

The following best describes where the child went at his/her d,ischarge from your home.
(Please circle tlu appropria.te lettnr.)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
2)

_l_l_

Lives at home with parent.
Is emancipated to independent living.
Lives with family or friends,
including kinship foster care.
Placed with adoptive parent or legal guardian.
Slwlter care in a family home.
Slwlter care in a group home or institution.
Family foster care.

i.
j.
k.

Tteatment foster care outside PATH.

0'

other

Group home.

lnstitutional care (e.g., residential
treatment pmgram).
l. Psychiatric hospitalization.
rn. Incarceration.
n. Child r4n away from placement.
(Please

specify)-

Treatment foster care in another PATH home.

.1,]*_Tlla.1e{ra-11
ll$
none, resrdential treatEent

gutof-home care settiag otlrlr than hinship cara (e.g., foster home, group
center), or ia a hospital or other ir,.titutio-n upon di-scharge fre6 ti,T. 5j6s,
why did this occut? (Chcb the lemr frr a tttai appty.)

a.

The child's overall situation had imprwed to t.he poiut where the child could be uoved to a
conventional foster home
b. The child's relationshio to other foster childreu ia the hooe had deteriorated to the point where
the child had to be movea
e [ne c\it$ s ptatiourhilr-tp-one or,uore ofour biological or adopted childrea h8d deteriorated to
lne pornt whele th€ child had to be Dorred
d. The child'c relatiouhip to the foster parea(s) had deteriorated to tbe point where the ctrild had
to be oored
e. The child's beluvior in the commuaity required that the ctritd be morcd
f. Ttre child's behavior at sclrool required that Ur6 child b€ Eoved
g. The child deoanded to be moved
h- Physical health problems of the ctritd necessitated tbe ctrild's placement elsewhere
i. Mental health problemr of tlre child aecessitated the ctrild's placemeat eleewhere
j. Physical assaultiveness if the child aecessitated placemeut elsewhEr€
k. Self-destnrctive behavior by the child aecessitat€d placemeut elsewhere
l. The foster parents decided to Etop foateriag for reasons unrelated to the child, requiriog that the
child be placed elsewhere
ru. The child was Eoved for another reason, please speciry

1

aph

IIl95

Social Worker Discharge Suntq

3)

How do you feel about the decision to move the chi-ld to his or her
current
child ran away from care or was incarcerated, di;;-g*J'ini= question li,ring arrangement? (If the
and move on to # 4).
(Circle
one.)

Strongiy

Indifferent

Strongly
disagree

agTee

t
4)

2

3

4

overail, do you think this child's erperience of staying
somewhere in between? (Circle onc.)
Very positive
experience
1

5

in this home was positive, negative, or

IUixed
experienced

,

3

Very negative
experience
4

5

5) overall, do you think this famil/s erperience of
this child's stay in their home was positive,
negative, or sornewhere in between? (Circte oru.)

positive
experience
1234erP€nence

very

Mixed
experienced

very negative

Tho,nks for your helpttt

D

nph

lll95

Appendix

E:

Foster Parent Discharge Survey

PATII OUTCOIUES STUDY: FosTER PAREI{T

6

Discha,rge Suntelt

(To be filled out upon child's erit

fui

your home.)

l-{ame of, child

Name of foster parent filling out survey
Date of child's discharge-.t_J
PATH Office-

1)

The following best describes where the child went at his/her discharge
from your home.
(Please circle tlu appropriate letter.)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
2)

Lives at home wit.l. parent.
Is emancipated to independeut living.
Lives with family or friends,
includi:rg kinship foster care.
Placed with adoptive parent or legal guardian.
Slwlter care in a family home.
Shclter care in a group home or institution.
Family foster care.
Treatment foster care in another pATH home.

i.
j.
k.
l.
E.
n.
o.

Treatment foster care outside PATH.
Group home.

Iastitutional care (e.g., residential
treatment program).
Psychiatric hospitalization.
Incarceration.
Child ratr away from placement.
Other (please

If the child was placed in an out-of'home care s etttrig otlur tlun
h.inship cr,tz (g.g., foster home, group
home, residential treatmetrt c€nt€rl, or in a hoapial-or
oiher institution upon discharge from your
home, why did rhis occur? rCi*t"
iit",

iii

a'
b'

nilllti-rli "iirr.t

The child's overall situation had impruved to the point where
the child could be moved to a
conventional foster home

childt reladonshin !9 other foeter childrea in the home had deteriorated
to. tbe point where
the child had to be n&ed
e The child s relatio:rship.to oue or oote of our biological or adopted childreu had deteriorated to
the poiut where the child had to be ooved
d' The ctrild's relationshin to the foster parea(s) had deteriorated to the point where the chiLl had
to be oorred
e. The child's behavior ia the comauaity required that the child be mwed
f. Ttre childt behavior at schol rcquired that the child be morred
g. The child demaaded to be moved
h. Physical health problems ofthe crrild necessitat d the childt placemeut ersewhere
i' Mental health problemr of the ch d oeceseitated the child'e placemeut elsewhere
j. Physical assaultivenss if the ch d necessitated prracenent ersewhere
k. SelGdestructive behavior by the child nece$itsted placeoent elsewhere
l' The foster pareats decided to stop fosteriag for reasous uarelatcd to the chikl, requiriog thet the
child be placed elserphere
m. The child was Eovd for another reasoD, plea.se specify
The

I

nph

lll95

Foster Parcnt Di.xharge SuntrT

3)

ti

Do you a€Tee'rith the decision to rnove the child to his/her current living
ilTange6ent? (tf the child
ran away from care or was incarcerated, disregard this question and
ff;;;to # 4). (Circle
on*.)

Strongly

Indifferent

agree
1

4)

Strongly
disagree

D

4

3

)

Overall, do you think this child's erryerience of staying in your home was positive,
negative, or

somewhere in between? (Circle onc.)

VerT positive

Mixed

experience
1

5)

.)

Very negative

experienced
3

experience
4

b

Overall, do you think your familt's erperieuce of this child's stay in your home was positive,
negative, or sornewhere in between? Glrcte ow.)
Very positive
Mixed
Very negative
experience
1

()

experienced
3

e:rperience

4

5

Thc'nks for your helpttl

I

nph
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